SRSR SERIES RACK, SRSR-4-16

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Specify an SRSR for easy rear access to equipment connections in millwork, cabinets and flush in-wall installations. Available with a 19” or 23” useable depth, the SRSR system extends and rotates 90º in either direction, making it ideal for smaller systems.

- Removable rack frame allows in-shop integration and on-site installation of equipment
- Locks in the extended position for simplified equipment integration
- Rotating equipment bay locks in place at 0º, 60º and 90º for easy installation and servicing
- Self-centering mounting base makes it simple to align system within cabinet opening
- Rear cable support works in conjunction with rear rackrail for effective cable management
- Standard front and rear 10-32 threaded rackrail with marked spaces

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Finish: Flat Black Powder Coat

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: Yes
Greenguard: Yes

DIMENSIONS

Usable Depth: 17.25”(2” Setback) – 19.00” (1/4” Setback)
Usable Height: 28
Capacity Weight (US): 250
Depth (US): 19.14
Height (US): 31
Width (US): 19.125
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Rackrail Type: 10-32
Static Load Capacity: 250
Material: Steel
Mounting: Horizontal